Pack Manufacturing is excited to unveil the ComPACK™ Mixer. This deluxe mixing machine hosts a 4 Yard Bulk Hopper, chemical hopper, and a heavy-duty inline mixing head in a low-profile design. As the large volume media is pulled from the bulk hopper, additives are added from the chemical hopper at a predetermined rate. The mixing head quickly and efficiently combines the media and ejects it to the next stage in operations. Recipes can be created and saved for future use at the touch of a button. Standard models come with one chemical hopper (high or low volume), bulk hopper cross agitator, CNC milled water bars, adjustable legs, and 10 mix recipes. The Pack Manufacturing ComPACK™ Mixer is the future of container production, capable of feeding the fastest potting or bagging lines.

### Specifications
- **4 Cubic Yard Hopper**
- **Adjustable Height, 90” Min.**
- **201” Length, 68” Width**
- **53” Min. Dump Height**
- **Touchscreen Controls**

### Options
- **Extra Chemical Hoppers**
- **Custom Hopper Size**
- **Extended Conveyor**
- **Extended Recipe Storage**
- **Bulk Hopper Sideboards**

### Features
- **Bulk Cross Agitator**
- **CNC Milled Water Bars**
- **Adjustable Legs**
- **Store 10 Recipes**
- **Chemical Hopper**

### Contact Information
- **Pack Manufacturing**
  - 1219 Belmont Dr.
  - McMinnville, TN 37110
  - Office: (931) 473-9980 | Fax: (931) 473-1604

**VISIT US ONLINE AT [WWW.PACKMFG.COM](http://WWW.PACKMFG.COM) TO SEE OUR FULL EQUIPMENT LINES**

**CALL TODAY FOR A FREE CUSTOM QUOTE! 1-931-473-9980**

**EMAIL US AT SALES@PACKMFG.COM OR SEND US A FAX AT 1-931-473-1604**